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Abstract
We study compactifications of the heterotic pure spinor superstring to six and four di-
mensions focusing on two simple Calabi-Yau orbifolds. We show that the correct spectrum
can be reproduced only if, in the twisted sector, there remain exactly 5 and 2 pure spinor
components untwisted, respectively. This naturally defines a “small” Hilbert space of un-
twisted variables. We point out that the cohomology of the reduced differential on this
small Hilbert space can be used to describe the states in the untwisted sector, provided
certain auxiliary constraints are defined. In dimension six, the mismatch between the num-
ber of pure spinor components in the small Hilbert space and the number of components
of a six-dimensional pure spinor is interpreted as providing the projective measure on the
analytic subspace (in the projective description) of harmonic superspace.
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1 Introduction
The pure spinor formalism is well-developed in ten flat space-time dimensions. Although
its quantization procedure is not fully understood, it has passed many consistency tests.
Its applications to curved backgrounds, however—AdS5 × S
5 being an exception—remains
much less explored. In a previous paper [1], we discussed the compactification of the
heterotic string in a Calabi-Yau 3-fold background. We showed how cohomology of the
Berkovits differential and supersymmetry conditions fix the internal geometry in the ex-
pected way. Although straightforward, there had previously been various unsuccessful at-
tempts to reproduce this result using some reasonable replacement of the ten-dimensional
pure spinor [2]. In these attempts, the off-shell spectrum of superfields is reproduced with
ease but the auxiliary field equations of motion are missing. While the analysis using all
components of the dimensionally reduced pure spinor resolves this issue, the disadvantage
of this solution is that the spectrum does not emerge in terms of irreducible superfield rep-
resentations of the lower-dimensional space-time symmetry group. In this sense, it is not a
fully satisfactory compactification.
In this paper, we attempt to shed light on this compactification problem by studying
simple orbifold compactifications to six and four dimensions preserving eight and four su-
percharges. The familiar splitting of the resulting spectrum into twisted and untwisted
sectors is particularly helpful in guiding the analysis. Specifically, we will show that the
known spectra cannot be reproduced unless the number of untwisted pure spinors in the
1
twisted sector is n = 5 and n = 2, respectively. This should be contrasted with the dimen-
sions of the pure spinor representations in D = 6 and D = 4 which are 4 and 2, respectively
[3].
The picture that emerges is that the spectrum may be computed in a reduced coho-
mology on a “small” Hilbert space consisting of only the untwisted variables. The reduced
differential serves to define the superfield representation which houses these components.
For the fields coming from the untwisted sector, the translation from components to super-
fields requires the introduction of additional constraints. This is possible due to the reduced
symmetry of the compactified string and necessary since the off-shell superfield formalism
naturally introduces auxiliary components.
In this work, we will content ourselves with the insights gained from mostly space-time
arguments. The full understanding of the results requires a deeper study of the conformal
field theory of the orbifolded pure spinor which is beyond the scope of this paper.
2 Ten dimensions
In this section we review supersymmetry in ten dimensions and the pure spinor for-
malism in this case [4]. Our ten-dimensional conventions are summarized in appendix A.1.
Consider the supersymmetry algebra with sixteen supercharges in ten dimensions
{Dα,Dβ} = −2iγ
m
αβ∂m , (1)
where m = 0, . . . , 9, α, β = 1, . . . , 16 and γm are the 16× 16 symmetric gamma matrices.
The super-Maxwell system is described by a Grassmann superfield Aα(X, θ) constrained
by γαβmnpqrDαAβ = 0. In order to obtain the equations of motion of the ten-dimensional
super-Maxwell fields, we define potential superfields from the above constrained one. We
define a vector superfield Am as
D(αAβ) = −2iγ
m
αβAm . (2)
Similarly, a Grassmann superfield Wα is defined according to
DαAm − ∂mAα = −2i(γm)αβW
β . (3)
The superfields Am and W
α turn out to be related as
DαW
β =
1
4
(γmn)α
βFmn , (4)
where Fmn = ∂[mAn]. All these relations imply
∂mFmn = 0, (γ
m)αβ∂mW
β = 0 , (5)
which state that the photon is the lowest θ-component of Am and the photino is the lowest
θ-component of Wα.
The pure spinor string describes the above system in a manifestly supersymmetric way.
The idea, originally due to Siegel [5], is to use the superspace coordinates as free variables
in a world-sheet action given by
S =
∫
d2z
1
2
∂Xm∂Xm + pα∂θ
α + · · · , (6)
2
where pα is the variable canonically conjugate to θ
α and the ellipsis denotes the pure spinor
contribution to the action, the explicit form of which is not needed.
Physical states are defined in the cohomology of the nilpotent operator
Q =
∮
λαdα , (7)
where λα is the pure spinor variable constrained by
λγmλ = 0 , (8)
and dα is the world-sheet representation of the superspace derivative Dα given by
dα = pα + iγ
m
αβθ
β∂Xm +
1
2
γmαβ(γm)γδθ
βθγ∂θδ . (9)
Note that Q is nilpotent because of the pure spinor condition and the operator product
dα(y)dβ(z)→
2i
(y − z)
γmαβΠm(z) , (10)
where
Πm = ∂Xm − i(θγm∂θ) . (11)
The unintegrated massless vertex operator is given by U = λαAα. The condition QU = 0
puts the superfield Aα on-shell. It is interesting to note that the integrated vertex operator,
necessary to compute scattering amplitudes, is defined to satisfy QV = ∂U . That is,
V = ∂θαAα +Π
mAm + dαW
α +
1
2
NmnFmn , (12)
where Nmn = 12(λγ
mnω) with ω being the canonical conjugate variable of the pure spinor
field.
Spectrum The 0-momentum cohomology of the ten-dimensional string is concentrated
in levels λpθq with (p, q) = (0, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 5). The p = 1 cohomology is
generated by
Γm = λγmθ and Γα = Γ
m(γmθ)α , (13)
corresponding to the field and ino. The cohomology with p = 2 is generated by
Γ∗m = Γ
αγmαβΓ
β and Γ∗α = Γm(γ
mαβΓβ) , (14)
corresponding to the anti-field and anti-ino. The top level of the cohomology (p = 3) is
generated by
ΓαΓ
∗α = Γ∗m(Γαγ
mαβΓβ) = ΓmΓ
∗m . (15)
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3 Six dimensions
In this section we study the six-dimensional compactification of the pure spinor string.
There are two ways to proceed. The most straightforward is the approach taken previously
for compactifications to four dimensions [1]. As in ten dimensions, one writes the pure-
spinor-number 1 massless unintegrated vertex operator
U = λαaAαa + λαa′A
αa′ (16)
and computes the cohomology of the Berkovits differential
Q =
∮ (
λαadαa + λαa′d
αa′
)
, (17)
giving the dimensionally reduced pure spinor constraints on the potentials A. Checking
Bianchi identities up to dimension 2 shows that the condition to have N = (1, 0) target
space supersymmetry is that the compactification manifold should have a curvature form
of definite duality and that the gauge bundles should have holomorphic connections with
the same duality. These are the six-dimensional analogues of the F - and D-term conditions
in four-dimensions.
Alternatively, we perform an orbifold operation directly on the ten-dimensional pure
spinor string. A complication arises in the twisted sector due to the constraint on the pure
spinor. Our knowledge of the spectrum uniquely determines the left-moving part of the
twisted vacua.
3.1 Supersymmetry in six dimensions
Consider compactification to six dimensions.1 The bosonic superspace coordinates split
as (Xm,Xi) where m = 0, . . . , 5 and i = 6, . . . , 9. The fermionic superspace coordinates are
(θαa, θa
′
α ) where α = 1, . . . , 4 are SU(4) spinor indices and a, a
′ = 1, 2 are SU(2) × SU(2)
spinor indices [6]. The pure spinor variables (λαa, λαa′) are constrained by
λαaλβa +
1
2
εαβγδλa
′
γ λδa′ = 0, λ
αaλb
′
α = 0 . (18)
As in ten dimensions, the pure spinor condition allows to define the nilpotent charge (7)
which turns out to be the BRST charge of the superstring. Acting on massless states, the
BRST charge determines the super-Maxwell equations of motion. In our case, the vector
superfields (Am, Ai) are related to the fermionic potential superfields (Aαa, A
α
a′) as
DαaAβb +DβbAαa = −2iǫab(σ
m)αβAm , (19)
Dαa′A
β
b′ +D
β
b′A
α
a′ = −2iǫa′b′(σ
m)αβAm , (20)
DαaA
β
b′ +D
β
b′Aαa = −2iδ
β
α(σ
i)ab′Ai , (21)
where
Dαa =
∂
∂θαa
− i(σm)αβθ
β
a∂m − i(σ
i)ab′θ
b′
α∂i ,
1Our six-dimensional conventions and various relevant identities are summarized in part A.2 of the appendix.
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Dαa′ =
∂
∂θa′α
− i(σm)αβθβa′∂m − i(σ
i)ba′θ
αb∂i , (22)
are the superspace covariant derivatives.
The equations (19 – 21) imply the existence of a Grassmann superfield whose θ-independent
part is the photino of the super-Maxwell multiplet. In order to obtain this superfield, we
define the fermionic covariant derivatives ∇αa = ∂αa +Aαa,∇
α
a′ = ∂
α
a′ + A
α
a′ and note that
they are constrained to satisfy
{∇αa,∇βb} = −2iǫab(σ
m)αβ∇m ,
{∇αa′ ,∇
β
b′} = −2iǫa′b′(σ
m)αβ∇m ,
{∇αa,∇
β
b′} = −2iδ
β
α(σ
i)ab′∇i , (23)
where ∇m = ∂m + Am,∇i = ∂i + Ai. The Bianchi identities involving these fermionic
covariant derivatives imply the existence of the dimension-32 field strengths
[∇αa,∇m] = −2i(σm)αβW
β
a , [∇αa,∇i] = −2i(σi)ab′W
b′
α , (24)
[∇αa′ ,∇m] = −2i(σm)
αβWβa′ , [∇
α
a′ ,∇i] = −2i(σi)ba′W
αb . (25)
Note that there are two ways to write each field strength. This fact allows the derivation
of relations between a priori independent superfield strengths as we now show.
We begin by defining the dimension-2 field strengths
[∇m,∇n] = Fmn , [∇m,∇i] = Fmi , [∇i,∇j ] = Fij . (26)
Additionally, there are the superfield strengths
d = {∇αa,W
αa} , fab = {∇α(a,W
α
b)} , d
′ = {∇αa
′
,Wαa′} , fa′b′ = {∇
α
(a′ ,Wαb′)} .(27)
However, the dimension-2 Bianchi identities
{∇αa,W
βb} = δba(σ
mn)α
βFmn + δ
β
α(σ
ij)a
bFij ,
{∇αa
′
,Wβb′} = δ
a′
b′ (σ
mn)βαFmn + δ
α
β (σ
ij)b′
a′Fij ,
{∇γa,Wδa′} = −(σ
m)αβ(σ
i)aa′Fmi , (28)
which follow from equation (24), can be re-written using equation (25) instead. This implies
that
d = 0 , fab =
1
4
(σij)abFij , d
′ = 0 , fa′b′ =
1
4
(σij)a′b′Fij . (29)
Consider now a background that preserves N = 1 supersymmetry in six dimensions.
The fermionic superfield, as any superfield, can be expanded in θ. In our case, assuming
Lorentz invariance of the six-dimensional background, we have
Wαa = θαbfb
a + · · · , W a
′
α = θ
b′
α fb′
a′ + · · · . (30)
Note that only combinations that are even under the orbifold operation, which is introduced
in the next subsection, are allowed in this expansion. In this way, the terms in (30) are valid.
Since the background preserves six-dimensional supersymmetry, the background fields are
invariant under shifts of θαb. Thus, the background field fa
b, which is the self-dual part
of the vector field strength Fij , vanishes. This is the six-dimensional relation between
spacetime supersymmetry and the internal geometry. An analysis for the full superstring
is entirely analogous to that performed in the four-dimensional case in reference [1] and
implies the usual conditions of Ricci-flatness of the metric and the Hermitian-Yang-Mills
equations for the heterotic gauge field.
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3.2 K3 Orbifold
We proceed to reduce the supersymmetry N = (1, 1) → (1, 0). Geometrically, this can
be achieved by orbifold projection. To begin, we form quaternionic combinations of the
internal coordinates(
Xaa
′
)
=
(
X6 + iX7 X8 − iX9
X8 + iX9 −X6 + iX7
)
. (31)
Next, we define the holomorphic coordinates
(Zi) = (Xi1
′
) , (Z¯i) = (ǫijX
j2′) , (32)
where we are identifying the holomorphic U(2) index of C2 with the SU(2)L ⊂ Spin(4)
Lorentz index.
The K3 orbifold we will consider is obtained by quotienting the square 2-torus T 2 =
C
2/Z2 by the relation Zi 7→ −Zi. This is implemented by constructing a central element
h = eiπ
∮
L ∈ Z2 ⊂ SU(2)L ⊂ Spin(4) of the internal Lorentz group where L = (L67 ± L89)
denotes the orbital part of the spin generator. We will select the negative sign so that
the generator of the symmetry L = L67 − L89 is anti-self-dual and, therefore, of the type
La
′b′ = −ǫabX
aa′
↔
∂Xbb
′
= Lb
′a′ . Checking commutators such as [
∮
L,Z1] = [L67,X
6 +
iX7] = iX[6∂7](X
6 + iX7) = −Z1 and [
∮
L1
′2′ , Zi] = −[Zj
↔
∂ Z¯j , Z
i] = −Zi shows that, in
fact, L = L1
′2′ .
The extension to the rest of superspace is fixed by the differential: Since [Q,L1
′2′ ] 6= 0,
additional Grassmann (S) and pure spinor terms (N) are needed to make M1
′2′ = L1
′2′ +
S1
′2′ +N1
′2′ in the cohomology of the Berkovits differential. Explicitly,
Sab = θα(apb)α , S
a′b′ = θ(a
′
α p
αb′) , Nab = λα(aωb)α , N
a′b′ = λ(a
′
α ω
αb′) . (33)
This implies that [
∮
M1
′2′ , θαa] = (−)aθαa and [
∮
M1
′2′ , θa
′
α ] = 0 and similarly for the pure
spinor. It follows that the central element
M = eiπ
∮
M1
′
2
′
, (34)
equals −1 on all combinations of worldsheet variables with an uncontracted a′-index with
the result that the untwisted sector lives in N = (1, 0) superspace.
With the choice (31) of isomorphism R4 ∼= C2 we are selecting a point in the coset
SO(4)/U(2) ∼= S2 of orthogonal complex structures on R4. Let us parameterize this choice
with a harmonic variable ua′ [7] and extend to the cohomology of the differential by defining
Γ∗ := iQ(X∗). This gives
Γαβ = λ[αaθ
β]
a +
1
2ǫ
αβγδλγa′θ
a′
δ , Γαi = Γαβθ
β
i + Γia′θ
a′
α ,
Γi = −λαiθα − λαθ
αi , Γα = Γiθαi − Γ
αβθβ .
(35)
where
λα = u
a′λαa′ and θα = u
a′θαa′ . (36)
This superspace was used in [8] to construct an action principal for self-dual Yang-Mills. It
is fitting that it should appear in the pure spinor compactification on K3.
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To recapitulate, we seek to derive the result of orbifolding the 4-torus by Z2 acting on
the right-moving side as
M(XaR, Z
i
R, ρ
i, ρI , ρI) = (XaR,−Z
i
R,−ρ
i, ρI , ρI) , (37)
and on the left-moving side as
M(XaL, Z
i
L, θ
αa, θα, λ
αa, λα) = (X
a
L,−Z
i
L, θ
αa,−θα, λ
αa,−λα) , (38)
where I = 1, . . . , 12 and I = 1, . . . 16.
Untwisted sector The physics of the right-moving side is identical to the RNS analysis.
The embedding of the spin connection into the gauge connection breaks the first E8 factor of
the gauge group. The breaking and the resulting decomposition of the adjoint representation
are given by
E8 −→ SU(2)× E7
248 7→ (3,1) ⊕ (1,133)⊕ (2,56) . (39)
The first two factors are even under the Z2 action while the last is odd. With this, the
relevant states are built from2
+1 : α˜αβ−1 |0〉 , |a〉 : a ∈ (3,1,1) ⊕ (1,133,1)⊕ (1,1,248) ,
−1 : α˜i−1 |0〉 , α˜
ı¯
−1 |0〉 , |f〉 : f ∈ (2,56,1) .
(42)
On the left-moving side, the 0-momentum cohomology generators are
+1 ; Γαβ |0〉 , Γαi |0〉 ,
−1 ; Γi |0〉 , Γα |0〉 .
(43)
This cohomology is, of course, isomorphic to that obtained directly from the pure spinor
superspace in the previous subsection. More importantly, it agrees with a reduced coho-
mology with differential
Q0 =
∮
λ
αd+α , (44)
in the full harmonic superspace [7] provided auxiliary conditions are imposed. Here, d+α is
the worldsheet current acting by the harmonic derivative D+α on harmonic superfields and
λ
α is an unconstrained six-dimensional spinor. For the vector multiplet in the τ -frame,
the harmonic superfield is given by the potential A+α in the covariant derivative ∇
+
α . In
the λ-frame, this potential is gauged away but the multiplet re-appears in the form of
2The adjoint representation is constructed from the states
ρi
−1/2ρ
ı¯
−1/2 |0〉 , ρ
I
−1/2ρ
J
−1/2 |0〉 , ρ
I
−1/2ρ
J
−1/2 |0〉 (40)
in the adjoint representation (3,1,1)⊕ (1,66,1)⊕ (1,1,120) of SU(2)× Spin(12)× Spin(16) together with the
relevant spinors. For the E8 factor this is simply the Spin(16) spinor 128. For the E7 factor the situation is more
complicated. The decomposition of the adjoint under Spin(12) is
133 = 66⊕ 32s ⊕ 32c ⊕ 2⊕ 1 . (41)
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a connection V ++ for the harmonic superspace operator D++. The auxiliary condition is
F++ = 0. For the hypermultiplet, the harmonic superfield is q+ and the auxiliary condition
is D++q+ = 0.
The states surviving the projection are as follows: From the (+1,+1) combinations we
obtain
α˜αβ−1Γ
γδ |0〉 , α˜αβ−1Γγc |0〉 , (45)
forming the supergravity multiplet and
Γαβ |a〉 , Γγi |a〉 , (46)
giving the super-Yang-Mills multiplet in the adjoint of the unbroken gauge group SU(2)×
E7 × E8. The (−1,−1) combination, again, gives two supermultiplets. The first is
α˜ı¯−1Γ
j |0〉 , α˜ı¯−1Γ
α |0〉 , (47)
which give the 2× 2 E7-neutral scalars and their superpartners. These correspond to what
remains of the middle cohomology of T 4 on the quotient. The second supermultiplet is
Γi |f〉 , Γα |f〉 , (48)
which give 4 real scalars in the real representation (2,56,1) together with their superpart-
ners. The multiplet that couples naturally with such representation is a half-hypermultiplet.
We can collect them to form two hypermultiplets. The missing hypermultiplets will come
from the fixed points.
Twisted sector There are 24 = 16 fixed points of the orbifold action. Each of these
will carry a twisted-sector vacuum |0〉v. Let us remind ourselves of the 0-point energies of
the worldsheet fields as given by the formula [9]
E = (−)F
[
1
48
−
1
16
(2θ − 1)2
]
, (49)
where F is the fermion number of the state which is zero for bosons and one for fermions.
For the real periodic boson this is − 124 and for the real anti-periodic boson θ =
1
2 it is
1
48 .
On the right-moving side, we again copy the RNS result. The formula for the vacuum
energy has a spacetime part which is always
(6− 2)(− 124 ) + 4(
1
48 ) = −
1
12 . (50)
Here we are taking into account the contribution of the bc ghosts by counting only 4 of the
6 spacetime oscillators. There are four sectors coming from the choice of periodic (P ) and
anti-periodic (A) boundary conditions for the heterotic fermions parameterizing the root
lattice of E8 × E8. The fermions in the spin connection must have the same periodicity as
the fermions in the commutant of SU(2) ⊂ E8. Thus, there are, a priori, four sectors.
In the various sectors we calculate the heterotic fermion contributions. The 4 fermions
ρi and ρ¯ı which were used to embed the spin connection into the gauge connection are
twisted while the other 12 + 16 heterotic fermions are not. This gives
(P,P ) : − 112 + 4(−
1
48 ) + 12(
1
24 ) + 16(
1
24 ) = 1 ,
8
(A,P ) : − 112 + 4(
1
24 ) + 12(−
1
48 ) + 16(
1
24 ) =
1
2 ,
(P,A) : − 112 + 4(−
1
48 ) + 12(
1
24 ) + 16(−
1
48 ) = 0 ,
(A,A) : − 112 + 4(
1
24 ) + 12(−
1
48 ) + 16(−
1
48 ) = −
1
2 , (51)
where in the last two lines, we have used that ρi and ρ¯ı are both twisted and antiperiodic
(i.e., periodic overall).
The vacua with positive mass, (P,P ) and (A,P ), do not contribute to the massless
spectrum. The massless (P,A) vacuum is acted on by 16 − 4 = 12 fermion 0-modes ρI0
which give the Pauli matrices of Spin(12) upon quantization. As usual, this implies that
the vacuum transforms in an irreducible spinor representation of Spin(12), in this case the
(real) 32. Finally, the (A,A) vacuum contributes the massless states
ρI
− 1
2
|0〉vR ∼ 12 , α˜
ı¯
− 1
2
|0〉vR , (52)
but these are acted on by 2 complex fermion 0-modes ρi0 (which are twisted and anti-
periodic). These zero modes satisfy an so(4) ≈ su(2)L ⊕ su(2)R gamma matrix algebra.
The minimal representations are doublets of su(2)L or su(2)R. Since the ρ
i
0 zero modes are
odd under M, we can choose one of the su(2) factors to be odd and the other to be even.
This means that each state in (52) is a doublet of the invariant su(2). (This can also be
seen by dividing ρi0 into creation and annihilation operators acting on a Clifford vacuum.)
Then the first state in (52) combines with the 32 to give the 12 ⊕ 12 ⊕ 32 = 56 of E7.
Altogether, these left-movers contribute
|(1,56,1)〉vR + 2 |(2,1,1)〉vR , (53)
for every massless right-moving vacuum state, which we now construct.
On the left-moving side, we have D = 6 untwisted and 10−D = 4 twisted coordinates.
There are also 4N = 8 untwisted and 4(4 −N) = 8 twisted fermions which come together
with their conjugate momenta. Counting in pairs, these contribute 112 and −
1
36 . Finally,
we will have n untwisted and 11 − n twisted pure spinors and their momenta giving − 112
and 136 in pairs. In all,
3
E = 6(− 124 ) + 4(
1
48 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
x+y
+8( 112 ) + 8(−
1
24 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
θ,p+θ′,p′
+n(− 112) + (11− n)(
1
24 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
λ,w+λ′,w′
= −
1
8
(n− 5) . (56)
The vacua which can contribute have energy E = −m2 for m = 0, 1, or n = 5, 9 untwisted
pure spinors, respectively. However, as a negative energy right-moving vacuum would pair
3Written in terms of all complex pairs, this becomes
E = 3(− 1
12
) + 2( 1
24
) + 8( 1
12
) + 8(− 1
24
) + n(− 1
12
) + (11− n)( 1
24
) =
(
− 1
12
− 1
24
)
(n− 5) . (54)
In the Z3 orbifold analogous to that studied in the next section, the counting changes to
E = 3(− 1
12
) + 2( 1
36
) + 8( 1
12
) + 8(− 1
36
) + n(− 1
12
) + (11− n)( 1
36
) =
(
− 1
12
− 1
36
)
(n− 5) . (55)
The ZN orbifold works the same way with the factors
1
36
replaced with the energy resulting from (49) with θ = 1N .
Since both orbifolds are different descriptions of the same smooth compactification, we see that n = 5 is indeed
the correct choice.
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up with the negative energy left-moving one to make a tachyon, we are forced to consider
only n = 5.4 We are thus led to the conclusion that the ground state is of the form
Φ(x, θαa) |0〉vL , (57)
where the wave function depends on the untwisted variables only.
We are missing some conditions which put this wave function on-shell. This is not
surprising as we have only given a necessary condition for the existence of the twisted pure
spinor vacuum. A more careful analysis requires the actual construction of the vacuum of
the system resulting from solving the pure spinor conditions in terms of 11 unconstrained
spinors and then twisting 6 of these. Such an analysis is beyond the scope of this work
but we may use the existence and our knowledge of the vacuum to gain insight into the
solution.
In order to couple the wave function above to the twisted states of the right-moving
sector, we have to note that both states in (53) are pseudoreal. The second state of (53)
naturally couples to a doublet Φa¯ (a is the doublet index) satisfying the reality condi-
tion (Φa¯)
∗ = ǫabǫı¯¯Φ
b¯. The first state in (53) must couple to a doublet of pseudoreal
superfields Φax which satisfies the reality condition (Φax)
∗ = ǫabCxyΦ
by, where Cxy is the
charge conjugation matrix of the 56 representation. The correct representation is a half-
hypermultiplet. This representation may be obtained from the cohomology of the operator
(44) in the “reduced” Hilbert space consisting of only the untwisted variables. This results
in the condition that Φ be annihilated by the harmonic superspace derivatives D+A . Note
that λα is a pure spinor in six dimensions [3]. We will return to this in section 5 where
we will argue that the remaining untwisted component of the ten-dimensional pure spinor
may be interpreted as a superspace harmonic.
In sum, each fixed point contributes a half-hypermultiplet transforming in the 56 of E7
and a pair of half-hypermultiplets. Together with the states coming from the untwisted
sector, we form the known spectrum. Note that two half-hypermultiplets can be combined
to form the standard hypermultiplet.
Geometry and spectrum The Hodge theory surviving the orbifold projection is rep-
resented by the diagram
1
0 0
1 4 1 .
0 0
1
(58)
The six 2-forms b2 = b
+
2 + b
−
2 can be arranged into self-dual and anti-self-dual parts. The
(anti-)holomorphic 2-form and Ka¨hler form can be combined into a triplet of self-dual forms
Ωab = Ωba. The remaining forms combine into a triplet of anti-self-dual forms Ωa′b′ = Ωb′a′ .
The orbifold points can be blown up to Eguchi-Hanson spaces Yv ∼= OP1(−2) ∼= T
∗
CP 1.
The space T ∗CP 1 ∼ S2 deformation retracts to the “bolt” so that the Hodge structure is
4This potential tachyon would be projected out if the vacuum were odd under the Z2 symmetry. This, however,
would immediately lead to the wrong spectrum. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the additional “solution”
exists. In the case of the CY 3-fold compactification, we will see even more such “solutions”.
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given by
0
0 0
0 1 0 .
0 0
1
(59)
The single (1, 1)-form Ωv is anti-self-dual. The smooth K3 resulting from the blow-up will,
therefore, have b+2 = 3 and b
−
2 = 3 + 16 = 19. The 16 E7-neutral states 2 |(2,1,1)〉 from
the twisted sector represent the orbifold limits of the (1, 1)-forms on Y . Together with the
4 neutral states surviving the projection in the untwisted sector, this gives h1,1 = 20 for
the K3 so that the Euler characteristic of the smooth K3 is χ = 24.
In the analysis above, we have embedded the spin connection in the gauge connection.
Deforming away from this special limit can be done in 45 ways parameterized by elements
of the cohomology H1(EndT ) of holomorphic 1-forms with values in the endomorphism
bundle of the tangent bundle.
4 Four dimensions
In this section, we repeat the six-dimensional analysis for the four-dimensional com-
pactification of the pure spinor string. After reviewing four-dimensional results of [1], we
perform an orbifold operation and determine the massless spectrum. This time, matching
to the known result in the twisted sector requires the twisting of 9 pure spinors leaving
n = 2. Our conventions are summarized in appendix A.3.
4.1 Supersymmetry in four dimensions
In the compactification to four dimensions, the bosonic superspace coordinates split
as (Xm, Zi, Z¯ ı¯) where m = 0, . . . , 3 and i, ı¯ = 1, 2, 3 are (anti-)holomorphic indices. The
fermionic superspace coordinates are (θα, θ¯α˙, θαi, θ¯α˙ı¯) where α, α˙ = 1, 2 are SL(2,C) spinor
indices. To avoid overly cumbersome notation, we identify the SU(3) spinor indices with
the U(3) tangent space indices. The pure spinor variables (λα, λα˙, λαi, λα˙ı¯) are constrained
by
λαλα˙ + λαiλα˙i = 0 , λ
αλiα +
1
2
ǫijkλα˙j λα˙k = 0 , λ
αiλjα + ǫ
ijkλα˙λα˙k = 0 . (60)
As in ten dimensions, the pure spinor condition allows the definition of a nilpotent
charge (7). Acting on massless states, this Berkovits differential determines the super-
Maxwell equations of motion. In our case, the vector superfields (Am, Ai, A¯ı¯) are related to
the fermionic potential superfields (Aα, Aα˙, Aαi, Aα˙ı¯) as
DαAβ +DβAα = DαAβ˙i +Dβ˙iAα = Dα˙Aβ˙ +Dβ˙Aα˙ = 0 ,
DαAβi +DβiAα = −2iεαβAi, DαiAβj +DβjAαi = −2iεαβǫijkA¯
k ,
DαAβ˙ +Dβ˙Aα = −2iAαβ˙ , DαiA
j
β˙
+Dj
β˙
Aαi = −2iδ
j
iAαβ˙ ,
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Dα˙A
i
β˙
+Di
β˙
Aα˙ = −2iεα˙β˙A¯
i, Diα˙A
j
β˙
+Dj
β˙
Aiα˙ = −2iεα˙β˙ǫ
ijkAk , (61)
where
Dα =
∂
∂θα
+ iθ¯α˙
∂
∂xa
− iθiα
∂
∂yi
,
D¯α˙ = −
∂
∂θ¯α˙
− iθα
∂
∂xa
+ iθ¯α˙i
∂
∂y¯i
,
Dαi =
∂
∂θαi
+ iθ¯α˙i
∂
∂xa
+ iθα
∂
∂yi
− iǫijkθ
j
α
∂
∂y¯k
,
D¯iα˙ = −
∂
∂θ¯α˙i
− iθαi
∂
∂xa
− iθ¯α˙
∂
∂y¯i
+ iǫijkθ¯α˙j
∂
∂yk
. (62)
As in six dimensions, we define covariant derivatives, which satisfy
{∇α,∇β} = 0 {∇α, ∇¯α˙} = −2i∇a {∇¯α˙, ∇¯β˙} = 0
{∇α,∇βj} = −2iεαβ∇j {∇α, ∇¯
i
α˙} = 0 {∇¯α˙, ∇¯
j
β˙
} = −2iε
α˙β˙
∇¯j .
{∇αi,∇βj} = −2iεαβǫijk∇¯
k {∇αi, ∇¯
j
α˙} = −2iδ
j
i∇a {∇¯
i
α˙, ∇¯
j
β˙
} = −2iε
α˙β˙
ǫijk∇k
(63)
At dimension-32 we have the field strengths
[∇α,∇b] = 2iεαβW¯β˙ , [∇α, ∇¯
i] = 2iF iα, , [∇α,∇i] = 0 , (64)
where we choose these normalizations for convenience. Due to the algebra, we can equiva-
lently write them as
[∇αi,∇b] = 2iεαβF¯β˙i, , [∇αi,∇j ] = −2iǫijkF
k
α , , [∇αi, ∇¯
j ] = −2iδjiWα . (65)
Proceeding to the dimension-2 field strengths, we define
[∇a,∇b] = Fab , [∇a,∇i] = Fai , [∇a, ∇¯
i] = Fa
i ,
[∇i,∇j ] = Fij , [∇i, ∇¯
j ] = Fi
j , [∇¯i, ∇¯j ] = F¯ ij .
(66)
There are three additional a priori independent field strengths defined by
d = {∇α,Wα} , f
i = {∇α, F iα} , f¯i = {∇¯α˙, F¯
α˙
i } . (67)
However, due to the two equivalent ways of writing the dimension-32 field strengths (64,65),
these superfield strengths satisfy the Bianchi identities
δji {∇(α,Wβ)} − {∇(αi, Fβ)
j} = 0 , δji {∇
α,Wα}+ {∇
α
i , F
j
α} − 2Fi
j = 0 ,
{∇αk , F
k
α}+ Fk
k = 0 , {∇αi , F
j
α} − 2Fi
j + δjiFk
k = 0 ,
{∇α,Wα} − Fk
k = 0 , (68)
{∇(α, F
k
β)} = 0 , {∇
α, Fα
i} − ǫijkFjk = 0 ,
[∇¯(α˙|, Fα|β˙)
i] = 0 , [∇¯α˙, Fa
i] + 4i[∇¯i,Wα] = 0 ,
{∇¯α˙, Fα
i}+ Fa
i = 0 , [∇i,Wα] +
i
4
[∇¯α˙, Fai]−
1
2
[∇a, F¯
α˙
i ] = 0 ,
among which we find the equations
d = Fk
k , fi = ǫijkF
jk , f¯ i = ǫijkF¯ij . (69)
These are the F - and D-term conditions found in [1]. In the full superstring, they imply
Ricci-flatness of the metric and the Hermitian-Yang-Mills equations on the connection.
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4.2 Calabi-Yau orbifold
For purposes of illustration, we derive the result of orbifolding the 6-torus by the Z3
example presented in references [9] and [10]. On the right-moving side we take
M(XaL, Z
i
L, ρ
i, ρI , ρI) = (XaL, ωZ
i
L, ωρ
i, ρI , ρI) , (70)
where ω = e
2pii
3 , I = 1, . . . , 10, and I = 1, . . . 16. On the left-moving side,
M(XaR, Z
i
R, θ
α, θαi, λα, λαi) = (XaR, ωZ
i
R, θ
α, ωθαi, λα, ωλαi) (71)
together with their various conjugates.
Untwisted sector The physics of the right-moving side is identical to the RNS analysis.
The relevant states are built on
1 : α˜a−1 |0〉 , |a〉 : a ∈ (8,1,1) ⊕ (1,78,1) ⊕ (1,1,248) ,
ω : α˜i−1 |0〉 , |f〉 : f ∈ (3,27,1) ,
ω2 : α˜ı¯−1 |0〉 ,
∣∣f¯〉 : f¯ ∈ (3,27,1) . (72)
On the left-moving, side the 0-momentum cohomology generators are
1 ; Γαα˙ |0〉 , Γα |0〉 , Γ¯α˙ |0〉 ,
ω ; Γi |0〉 , Γα˙i |0〉 ,
ω2 ; Γ¯ı¯ |0〉 , Γ¯αı¯ |0〉 ,
(73)
where
Γαα˙ = i
(
λ¯α˙θα − λαθ¯α˙ + λ¯α˙i θ
αi − λαiθ¯α˙i
)
, Γα = θ¯α˙Γ
αα˙ + θαiΓi ,
Γi = i
(
λαθiα − λ
αiθα − ǫijkλ
αjθkα
)
, Γα˙i = Γiθ¯α˙ − ǫijkΓ¯j θ¯
α˙
k + Γ
aθiα ,
(74)
and their conjugates.
The states surviving the projection form the supergravity multiplet and super-Yang-
Mills multiplet in the adjoint representation of the unbroken gauge group SU(3)×E6×E8
from the (1, 1) combination. The (ω, ω2) combination gives 3 × 3 = 1 + 8 neutral scalars
and 3 × (3,27,1) scalars together with their superpartners. Finally, the (ω2, ω) sector
gives the conjugates of these. We note in passing that the choice of chirality of the ten-
dimensional pure spinor has resulted in the opposite of the usual convention for the choice
of the 27-valued wave function, id est, chiral as opposed to anti-chiral.
Twisted sector There are 33 = 27 fixed points of the orbifold action. Each of these will
carry a twisted-sector vacuum |0〉v = |0〉vL ⊗ |0〉vR. Let us remind ourselves of the 0-point
energies of the worldsheet fields as given by the formula (49). For the real periodic boson
this is − 124 , for the real anti-periodic boson θ =
1
2 it is
1
48 , for the real twisted boson with
θ = 13 ,
2
3 it is
1
72 , and for the real twisted boson with θ =
1
6 ,
5
6 , it is −
1
144 .
On the right-moving side, we again copy the RNS result. The formula for the vacuum
energy has a spacetime part which is always
2(− 124 ) + 6(
1
72 ) = 0 . (75)
Here, we are taking into account the contribution of the bc ghosts by counting only 2 of the
4 spacetime oscillators. There are four sectors coming from the choice of periodic (P ) and
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anti-periodic (A) boundary conditions for the heterotic fermions parameterizing the root
lattice of E8 × E8. The fermions in the spin connection must have the same periodicity as
the fermions in the commutant of SU(3) ⊂ E8. Thus, there are, a priori, four sectors. In
the various sectors, we calculate the heterotic fermion contributions. The 6 fermions which
were used to embed the spin connection into the gauge connection are twisted while the
other 10 + 16 heterotic fermions are not. This gives
(P,P ) : 6(− 172 ) + 10(
1
24 ) + 16(
1
24 ) = 1 ,
(A,P ) : 6( 1144 ) + 10(−
1
48 ) + 16(
1
24 ) =
1
2 ,
(P,A) : 6(− 172 ) + 10(
1
24 ) + 16(−
1
48 ) = 0 ,
(A,A) : 6( 1144 ) + 10(−
1
48 ) + 16(−
1
48 ) = −
1
2 . (76)
The vacua with positive mass do not contribute to the massless spectrum. The massless
vacuum is acted on by 16 − 6 = 10 fermion 0-modes ρI0 which give the Pauli matrices
of Spin(10) upon quantization. As usual, this implies that the vacuum transforms in an
irreducible spinor representation of Spin(10), in this case the |PA〉vR ∼ 16. Finally, the
(A,A) vacuum contributes the massless states
ρi
− 1
6
ρj
− 1
6
ρk
− 1
6
|AA〉vR ∼ 1 , ρ
I
− 1
2
|AA〉vR ∼ 10 , ρ
i
− 1
6
α˜¯
− 1
3
|AA〉vR . (77)
The first two combine with the 16 to give the 27 of E6. Together, these left-movers
contribute∣∣(1,27,1)〉
vR
+ 3 |(3,1,1)〉vR , (78)
for every massless right-moving vacuum state, which we now construct.
On the left-moving side, we have D = 4 untwisted and 10−D = 6 twisted coordinates.
There are also 4N = 4 untwisted and 4(4−N) = 12 twisted fermions which come together
with their conjugate momenta. Counting in pairs, these contribute 112 and −
1
36 . Finally,
we have n untwisted and 11 − n twisted pure spinors and their momenta giving − 112 and
1
36 in pairs. In all,
E = 4(− 124 ) + 6(
1
72 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
x+y
+4( 112 ) + 12(−
1
36 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
θ,p+θ′,p′
+n(− 112) + (11 − n)(
1
36)︸ ︷︷ ︸
λ,w+λ′,w′
= −
1
9
(n− 2) . (79)
The vacua which could, potentially, contribute have energy E = −m3 for m = 0, 1, 2, 3, or
n = 2, 5, 8, 11 untwisted pure spinors, respectively. However, as a negative energy right-
moving vacuum would pair up the negative energy left-moving one to make a tachyon, we
are forced to consider only n = 2. We are thus led to the conclusion that the ground state
is of the form
Φ(x, θ, θ¯) |0〉vL , (80)
where the wave function depends on the untwisted variables only.
As was the case in six dimensions, additional constraints are needed to impose the
physical state conditions. Again, this is not unexpected as we should really be computing
the twisted vacua from a careful analysis of the pure spinor conformal field theory. As
before, we will content ourselves with the by-hand imposition of the required conditions on
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the wave function. The correct representation is that of a anti-chiral5 superfield DαΦ¯ = 0,
which corresponds to the calculation of the cohomology of the reduced differential
Q0 =
∮
λαdα , (81)
in the subspace without the twisted variables. Which n = 2 pure spinor degrees of freedom
we keep in the reduction of the Hilbert space should really be derived from a GSO condition.
Here, we have simply picked the one that gives the correct answer that the field be anti-
chiral (as opposed to chiral).6 The additional condition D¯2Φ¯ = 0 is required to put the
chiral field on-shell. This condition is also required in order to give the physical state
conditions in a superfield description of all of the untwisted states found previously.
Geometry and spectrum We have constructed a Calabi-Yau orbifold Xˇ = T 6/Z3
with 27 conical singularities. The Hodge diamond is
1
0 0
0 9 0
1 0 0 1 .
0 9 0
0 0
1
(82)
Blowing Xˇ up into a smooth CY 3-fold X involves replacing the orbifold points with
non-compact CY 3-folds Y . The simplest choice for Y is Y ∼= OP1(−3) [10]. Since Y
deformation-retracts to CP 2, its cohomology is the same as that of the complex projective
space:
0
0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0 0 .
0 1 0
0 0
1
(83)
This gives χ(X) = 72. The neutral states 3 |(3,1,1)〉 become (1, 1)-forms on Y so there are
27 of them in all. They parameterize the Ka¨hler deformations on X.
In this analysis, the spin connection has been embedded in the gauge connection. The
number of ways of doing this is parameterized by H1(EndTX). Changing the choice does
not affect the topology of X but it does affect the choice of complex structure. The number
of complex structure deformations is, therefore, dimH1(EndTX).
5As mentioned earlier, this unconventional result is due to the choice of chirality of the ten-dimensional pure
spinor and the definition of the 27 (v.s. the 27). We have chosen to conform to the conventions of [4] for the
former and those of [9] for the latter.
6In the case of a type-IIA (resp. type-IIB) compactification, this solution implies that there will be one (twisted-
)chiral field for each orbifold point v = 1, . . . , 27. Since, as we will review below, these correspond to (1, 1)-forms
on a smooth CY resolution, we conclude that a smooth CY compactification will result in h1,1 (twisted-)chiral
fields.
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5 Integration measures
Integration measures are constructed by normalizing (a representative of) the unique
element in the top level of the pure spinor cohomology (15). The construction requires
regularization. In the non-covariant formalisms, this can be implemented by insertions of
the picture-changing operator Y = (C · θ)δ(C · λ). For the result of the λ-integration to be
finite, we need cλ/2 insertions where [3]
cλ = 2 + D2 (
D
2 − 1) , (84)
is the central charge of the pure spinor system in D space-time dimensions. Then, the
measure is of the form
〈λpθqY
cλ
2 〉 = 1 . (85)
It follows that the result of the θ-integration is non-vanishing only if
q = s−
cλ
2
, (86)
where s denotes the real dimension of the minimal spinor representation in D dimensions.
For D = 10, 6, and 4, this is s = 2D − 4. The U(1)J charge of this measure has to cancel
the U(1)J anomaly a:
p+ q = −a . (87)
The ghost contribution to this anomaly is required to be
a = D − 2 , (88)
in order to get the correct central charge [3]. These considerations are summarized in the
following table:
D cλ/2 n s a cmatter p q measure
10 11 11 16 −8 −22 3 5 pure spinor
6 4 5 8 −4 −10 0 4 analytic/chiral
4 2 2 4 −2 −4 0 2 chiral
(89)
Note that the measures in D = 6 and 4 do not get pure spinor factors, as expected due
to the existence of analytic and chiral measures in superspaces with 8 and 4 supercharges.
Although there are no pure spinors in these measures, the 4, respectively 2, remaining pure
spinors are required to define the analyticity/chirality constraints. Additionally, in the
six-dimensional case, one more ghostlike degree of freedom is needed to cancel the central
charge. It will appear as an unconstrained integration variable which suggests that it is
a harmonic parameter. Since there is only one holomorphic such variable, it naturally
appears as the projective parameter in the projective formulation of harmonic superspace
[11]. This is consistent with the cohomological interpretation in section 3.2 since there, the
annihilation of a wave function by Q0 implies that it is a projective superfield.
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6 Conclusions
In the process of studying orbifold compactifications of the pure spinor superstring, we
have encountered features which hint at an overall picture of general covariant compactifica-
tions. Previous work had shown that pure spinor conformal field theories can be formulated
in six and four dimensions with 4 and 2 pure spinor degrees of freedom, respectively [2, 3].
As they stand, such theories are not superstring theories as they fail to generate the physical
state conditions.
We have shown that in the case of the compactification to six dimensions, the number
of untwisted ten-dimensional pure spinors in the twisted sector has to be n = 5 in order
to match the spectrum and not generate tachyons. Furthermore, the twisted state wave
functions must be constrained by a condition which coincides with that resulting from a
differential constructed from a 4-component six-dimensional pure spinor. Finally, the 0-
mode integration measure is expected to be independent of these 4 components but will
include the integration over the 5−4 = 1 additional bosonic degree of freedom. This further
suggests that the additional variable can be interpreted as a projective [11] parameter on an
orbit of the SU(2)L part of the internal Lorentz group. This is in addition to—and should
not be confused with—the independent ua′ parameters which are harmonic-type parameters
of the SU(2)R part which were introduced by hand in section 3.2 to parameterize the choice
of orthogonal complex structure.
The picture emerging in the four-dimensional case is simpler. The number of untwisted
pure spinors in the twisted sector is n = 2, in agreement with the expected number of
four-dimensional pure spinors. The twisted state wave functions are chiral fields as one
would obtain from a four-dimensional differential. Finally, the chiral integration measure
emerges naturally from the regularized 0-mode normalization.
Despite the insights gained, our analysis leaves unanswered various important ques-
tions. Principal among these is the mechanism by which the physical state conditions are
imposed directly on the cohomology of the lower-dimensional Berkovits differential. As
we have approached the problem here, the conditions either come directly from the com-
ponent spectrum (which admit no auxiliary component fields) or can be obtained by the
method of reference [1]. Nevertheless, the emergence of a more covariant prescription is
clearly preferable. Other topics meritorious of further study include the proper analysis of
the pure spinor conformal field theory on the orbifold, the derivation of the pure spinor
structure of the twisted vacua, the pure spinor vertex operators associated to the resolu-
tion of the orbifold singularities, and the covariant calculation of amplitudes in Calabi-Yau
backgrounds.
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A Fierz identities in various dimensions
In this appendix we collect some formulas involving gamma matrices in ten, six, and
four dimensions.
A.1 Ten dimensions
In ten dimension, Pauli-type matrices (γm)αβ are 16× 16 and symmetric matrices sat-
isfying the Dirac algebra
γmαγ(γ
n)γβ + γnαγ(γ
m)γβ = 2ηmnδβα , (90)
and the Fierz identity
(γm)(αβ(γm)γ)δ = 0 . (91)
We define the completely antisymmetric products of gamma matrices as γm1...mp =
1
p!(γ
m1 · · · γmp + · · · ) such that γm1...mp = γm1 · · · γmp for m1 6= m2 6= · · · 6= mp. Any
bi-spinor can be expanded in terms of a subset of these antisymmetric products. Note that
γm and γmnpqr are symmetric while γmnp is antisymmetric, then
Mαβ = γ
m
αβMm + γ
mnp
αβ Mmnp + γ
mnpqr
αβ Mmnpqr , (92)
where
Mm =
1
16
γαβm Mαβ , Mmnp =
1
96
γαβmnpMαβ , Mmnpqr =
1
2304
γαβmnpqrMαβ . (93)
Similarly
Mα
β = δα
βM + (γmn)α
βMmn + (γ
mnpq)α
βMmnpq , (94)
where
M =
1
16
Mα
α , Mmn = −
1
32
(γmn)α
βMβ
α , Mmnpq =
1
384
(γmnpq)α
βMβ
α . (95)
With these expressions we can prove identities like
(γm)αδ(γm)γβ = −
1
2
(γm)αβ(γm)γδ +
1
24
(γmnp)αβ(γmnp)γδ , (96)
(γmn)α
β(γmn)γ
δ = 4(γm)αγ(γm)
βδ − 2δβαδ
δ
γ − 8δ
δ
αδ
β
γ . (97)
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A.2 Six dimensions
In six dimensions, the bosonic superspace coordinates split as (Xm,Xi) where m =
0, . . . , 5 and i = 6, . . . , 9. The fermionic superspace coordinates are (θαa, θa
′
α ) where α =
1, . . . , 4 are SU(4) spinor indices and a, a′ = 1, 2 are SU(2)×SU(2) spinor indices. It is not
possible to raise or lower the SU(4) spinor indices while the SU(2) spinor indices can be
raised or lowered with the antisymmetric symbols (ǫab, ǫ
ab) and (ǫa′b′ , ǫ
a′b′) in the following
way
ψa = ǫabψb, ψa = ǫabψ
b , (98)
similarly for primed indices. We use the convention ǫ12 = −1, ǫ
12 = +1 such that ǫabǫ
bc =
δca, ǫa′b′ǫ
b′c′ = δc
′
a′ .
The non-zero components of the ten-dimensional gamma matrices of (1) in the six-
dimensional language become
(γm)αa,βb = ǫab(σ
m)αβ , (γ
m)αa′,
β
b′ = ǫa′b′(σ
m)αβ , (99)
(γi)αa,
β
b′ = (σ
i)ab′δ
β
α , (100)
where (σm)αβ and (σ
m)αβ are the SU(4) Pauli matrices which satisfy
(σ(m)αγ(σ
n))γβ = 2ηmnδβα , (101)
and are related by (σm)
αβ = 12ε
αβγδ(σm)γδ. The matrices (σ
i)aa′ and (σ˜
i)a
′a are the SU(2)×
SU(2) Pauli matrices which satisfy
(σ(i)aa′(σ˜
j))a
′b = 2ηijδba , (σ
(i)aa′(σ˜
j))b
′a = 2ηijδb
′
a′ . (102)
Similarly, the non-vanishing components of the ten-dimensional gamma matrices with upper
indices are
(γm)αa,βb = ǫab(σm)αβ , (γm)a
′
α,
b′
β = ǫ
a′b′(σm)αβ , (103)
(γi)αa,b
′
β = (σ˜
i)b
′aδβα . (104)
Note that the above sigma matrices satisfy the identities
(σm)αβ(σm)γδ = εαβγδ , (σ
m)αβ(σm)
γδ = εαβγδ , (105)
(σm)
αβ(σm)γδ = δ
α
[γδ
β
δ] , (σ
i)aa′(σi)bb′ = 2ǫabǫa′b′ , (106)
which come from the ten-dimensional Fierz identity.
A.3 Four dimensions
In four dimensions, the Pauli gamma matrices are σmαα˙ and σ˜
α˙β
m , wherem = 0, . . . , 3;α, α˙ =
1, 2. They satisfy,
(σmσ˜n + σnσ˜m)α
β = 2ηmnδβα , (σ˜
mσn + σ˜nσm)α˙
β˙ = 2ηmnδβ˙α˙ . (107)
Using this algebra, it is possible to show identities like
σ
αβ˙
σ˜β˙α = 2ηmn , σmαα˙(σm)ββ˙ = −2ǫαβǫα˙β˙ , (108)
where ǫ12 = −ǫ12 = 1, similarly for ǫ with dottted indices. We use the identification
X
αβ˙
= σm
αβ˙
Xm between four-dimensional bi-spinors and four-dimensional vectors.
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